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the time too close for any instrument. The only thing to do is to 
examine it at short intervals when the seeing is good enough 
for a pair both close and unequal.” ]

The Flower Observatory, March 17, 1910.
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The article in the April number of P o p u l a r  A s t r o n o m y  on 
Calixtus III and Halley’s Comet is an interesting collection of 
information bearing on the subject.

When Halley’s Comet appeared in 1456 it was a magnificent 
celestial object, with a tail extending more than a third of the

Medal distributed by the monks to avert misfortune during
the appearance of the great comet of 1680.

way across the heavens. Three years before, Constantinople 
had fallen into the hands ot the Turks. Simultaneously with 
the appearance of the comet, Mohammed II with his victorious 
army had crossed the Hellespont and threatened to overrun all 
Europe. Pope Calixtus III attempted to organize a crusade 
against the Turks, but, being physically 'weak and mentally 
incompetent, he failed to obtain necessary support. He was 
of the Borgia family and was great uncle of the notorious 
Lucretia and Caesar Borgia. It was this Pope who is said to 
have issued a bull against the comet. While he may never have 
issued such a bull, contemporaneous history appears to agree 
that he did order the Ave Maria repeated three times a day in
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stead of twice and to the prayer was added, “ Lord save us from 
the devil, the Turk and comet.” He also ordered the church 
bells rung three times a day, which was the beginning of 
the present practice.

Soon the horrid comet began to wane and the Turks were 
checked by Hunyada at Belgrad, but there is no historical rec
ord that Satan suspended his work.

When the great comet of 1680 and 1681 appeared, medals 
were struck by the church and distributed by the monks as 
amulets to avert misfortune from the malign influence of the 
comet. One of these medals is shown in the accompanying cut. 
On the obverse side is a representation of the comet with the 
dates of its appearance. On the reverse side is a German motto 
which means, “ This star threatens evil things; trust in God 
who veill turn them to good.” The large Roman capitals in the 
motto, M. D. C. L. V. V. V. V. V. V. I., if used as numerals and 
added together make 1681, the year of the comet’s visit.

Astrology, at that time, in a large measure governed belief 
and in the present state of scientific knowledge it is difficult to 
comprehend the horror once inspired by the appearance of large 
comets.

There seems to be a concerted effort to rewrite the history of 
the attitude of the Popes towards science. In the January num
ber of “ Knowledge” (London) Rev. Jos. W. Brady says: “ It is 
a threadbare fact of history that Galileo was never accused of 
heresy, but only bidden to keep provisional and precautionary 
silence about a theory so new and startling that it seemed to be 
dangerous to faith. Governments every day follow the same 
policy in political matters.”

In a pamphlet under the title “ La Legende Tragique de Jordano 
Bruno ” by Theophile Desduits, an elaborate attempt has been 
made to prove that Bruno did not suffer death by order of the 
Inquisition.
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A giant telescope has been erected in Germany, having for 
its main purpose the making of astronomy popular through

Scientific American. January 29, 1910.


